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Dear Mr.

This is in response to your request for an opinion regarding the exempt status of certain
insurance claims adjusters under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Your inqui_"
focused on whether the adjusters quali_" for the section 13(a)( 1) exemption for

ernploy_s employed in a bona fide administrative capacity. 29 U.S.C. 213(a)( 1). You
asked only whether the adjusters' duties are consistent with the administrative exemption.
because they are paid in accordance with all of the salaQ' requirements of the regulations.
We assume, for purposes of this analysis, thai the adjusters in question are compensated
on a salad' basis in excess of $250 per week exclusive of board, lodging, or other
facilities.

You stated that the adjusters in question are pnmar/ly involved with the investigation and
evaluation of insurance claims. As pan of this process, they are responsible for a number
of tasks. For example, the adjusters gather the facts b.v mte_'iewing the insureds.
wimesses, and physicians: they also may visit the scene of the event, inspect property
damage, and take and review photogaphs. The adiusters then weigh the factual
information and prepare damage estimates. In doin_ so. they consider a ','arlet.',' of losses
such as time lost from work. damages to personal propen.v, the nature and extem of
bodily injurs', medical bills, and pain and suffenno. They also must evaluate whether
there is coverage for the claim under the pohc.v Therefore. the adjusters must be
knowledgeable in the areas of various state laws penamm,=' to insurance and theories of
liability and ton law.

After determining coverage, liability, and the total value of the claim, the adjusters
establish the level of company reserx'es for the claim. The.,, then attempt to negouate
settlements with the insured or with the third-pan.v claimant. They have full authority to
settle claims within their established authont.v, and the._ recommend resolutmns to their
supervisors for more costly claims, wh)ch are generall.v approved. If their negotiations
are unsuccessful, the adjusters advise the company on whether to settle the claim or to
pursue litigation. If a claim results in hugauon, the ad)usters collaborate wi_h counsel
and make recommendations in preparauon for lmgatmn. In thai situation, claims
adjusters may be deposed and may testifi,' at the trial. You stated that the adjusters
remain primarily responsible for resolving a claim, even when it is in litigation and the
policyholder or the third-party claimant is represented b.van attorney.
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You ask whether insurance claims adjusters with these duties qualify" for the exemption

for an employee employed in a "bona fide executive, administrative, or profess_onai
capacity." 29 U.S.C. § 213(a)(1). The Act gives the Secretary of Labor authority to
"define and delimit" those terms in re malations.

The Department's re tnalations provide that the administrative exemption applies to an
employee who is compensated on a salary.'or fee basis at a rate of not less than 525(, per
week:

( 1) whose primary duty.'consists of the "performance of office or non-manual
work directly related to management policies or general business operations of hzs
employer or his employer's customers",

(2) which includes work requiring the exercise of discretion and independent
judm'nent.
29 C.F.R. §§ 541.2(a)(I) and 541.2(e)(2).

1. Directly Related to Management Policies
or General Business Operations

The interpretive regulations clarify, that the phrase "directly" related to management
policies or general business operations of his employer" describes activities relating to
the administrative operations of a business as distinguished from production or. in a retail
cr service establishment, sales work. In addition to describing the types of activities, the
phrase limits the exemption to persons who perform work "'of substantial importance to
the management or operation of the business of his employer or his employer's
customers". 29 C.F.R. § 541.205(a). Our re_malationsprovide that the administrative
operations of a business include the work of employees "engaged in 'ser','icing' a business
as, for example, advising the management, planning, negouating, representing the
company', purchasing, promoting sales, and business research and control." 29 C.F.R. §
541.205(b). Significantly, our regulations specifically identi_" claims agents and
adjusters as jobs that ordinarily satisfy' the test for exempt administrative work. See 29
C.F.R. § 541.205(c)(5). This retaliation is based on the 1940 Stein Report. which
followed a series of public hearings relating to the scope of the Section 13(a)(1)
exemptions. Thus. Wage and Hour has long recognized that claims adjusters _ypically
perform work that is administrative in nature.

Your description of the claims adjusters' duties mdtcates that they' perform many' duties
related to servicing the business. The',' are responsible for planning the processing of a
claim from the beginning to the end. whether _t is easily and quickly' resolved or whether
it proceeds to litigation. They represent the company and advise the management
throughout the process of gathenng the evidence, assessing credibility', reviewing the
insurance policy, determining whether there is coverage, evaluattng liability, making a
decision on whether and how much to pay on the claim, establishing a reserve for the
case. making a recommendation on claims above thelr established authority, and
collaborating with the company's counsel if the case results m litigation. They also
negotiate on behalf of the company" with the claimant, whether the clasmant is a
policyholder or a third-party claimant. Because these duties revolve ser'vicin,_, the



insurance company in the same manner that claims adjusters traditionally have done so.
as is reflected in the regulatoR' reference to claims adjusters, we find that their duties are
administrative in nature.

The next issue is whether the claims adjusters perform work of substantial importance to
the management or operation of the business of the employer. You state that the claims
adjusters in question possess full and final authority to settle claims within their
established settlement amhonD'. That authonD ranges from a minimum of $3.000 to
more than $50.000. Every.adjuster expends at least $1.000.000 in claims funds ever).
year. and an adjuster with even minimal independent authority may commit as much as
$8.000,000 a year in company funds. Moreover. the adjusters may recommend
settlements in excess of their established authority, the majority of which are approved by
their supervisors. Thus, they are not mere conduits for providing factual information to
supervisors on claims in excess of their established authority. Rather. once supervisor"
approval of a particular settlement amount is provided, we understand that they play the
same role in resolving such large claims as they do on those within their established
authority.

You also noted that a claims adjuster's decision as to fault or liability affects both the
policyholder's and the company's legal rights and obligations. The decisions made by
claims adjusters affect policyholders, because their eligibility for continued coverage may
be affected and their premium level may be affected. If an adjuster erroneously'
recommends that coverage should be denied, even on a claim of relatively low value, the
insurance company may be liable for si_ificant extra contractual damages for bad faith
denial of the claim.

The regulations interpreting whether work is of substantial importance provide that the
exemption is not limited to employees who pansclpate m the formulation of management
policies or in the operation of the business as a whole. Rather, it covers employees
whose work affects policy or whose responsibiht,v it is to execute or carry' it out,
including those "whose work affects business operations to a substantial degee, even
though their assignments are tasks related to the operation of a particular sem'nent of the
business." 29 C.F.R. § 541.205(c). The regulations note that the standard for exempt
work is met by many workers "employed as advisors, specialists and consultants of
various kinds, credit managers, safety directors, claims agents and adjusters, wage-rate
analysts, tax experts, account executives of advertising agencies, customers' brokers in
stock exchange firms, promotion men, and many others." 29 C.F.R. _ 541.205(c)(5)
(emphasis added).

While job titles alone are of little assistance m deterTmmng the true imponance of an

employee to the employer, § 541.201 (b). the facts you described support the conclusion

that these claims adjusters perform work that _s of substanual _mponance to the company.

For example, their determinations regarding whether a particular incident is covered by a

policy, and their determinations regarding liability and what the damages are. can result

in extremely large financial consequences for the firm. Those steps are essential aspects

of every claim processed, and they must be done correctly in order to assure that the



insurance company pays ,,,,'hat it is contractually obligated to pay'. whether to a

policyholder or a third party claimant. The claims adiuster also is responsible for se:::n.._"
the level of reserves for each claim, which is reqmred for compliance with state ia_. 1:
an audit reveals that adequate reserves have not been established, the state insurance
commissioner may sanction the company'. These responsibilities clearly are or"
substantial importance to the management or operation of the insurance company. See
Palacio v. Prom'essive Insurance Co.. 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1")021 (C.D Cai. 2002)

2. Exercise of Discretion and Indeoendent Jud_o-rnent

The final issue is whether an adjuster's primal" duty includes work that requires the
exercise of discretion and independent judm'nent. The regulations provide that this
involves the "comparison and evaluation of possible courses of conduct." with the
authority to "make an independent choice, free from immediate direction or superx ision
[] with regard to matters of significance." 29 C.F.R..,< 541.207(a). Such authority is
distinguished from the use of skill in applying standardized or well-established
techniques and procedures. § 541.207tc). Moreover. discretion must exist with regard to
matters of consequence. § 5-11.207(d). The employee is not. however, required to have
final unlimited authority., with a complete absence of review. Rather. the decisions "may
consist of recommendations for action rather than the actual taking of action. The tact
that an employee's decision may be subject to review and that upon occasion the
decisions are revised or reversed after review does not mean that the employee is not
exercising discretion and independent judg'ment within the meaning of the regulations ..."
§ 541.207(e)( I ).

In prior letters relating to claims adjusters, we have indicated that this component
requires a close review of the facts, because It is the criterion that is most likely to cause
claims adjusters to fail to qualify, for exemption. The facts you presented demonstrate
that the employees have complete discretion and independent .iudbwnentwith regard to all
claims within their established authority. They make all relevant decisions regarding
coverage and liability,, and they negotiate with full authorltv to attempt to ach;eve a
settlement. Some of the adjusters have auite lirnncd ievels or"authority, as l¢_x_as $3.000.
However. even those adjusters make recommendauon__ to their supervisors on the
appropriate value of much larger clmms, whlch are frequently accepted. Moreoxer. after
the supervisor approves a particular settlernen: \alue on a larger claim, the ad.lu._ters
proceed with the same independence as they do on clmms within thelr authontx and
determine the most appropriate method for re.golvm,- the clairn wlthin that approved
amount. Even on such large claims, if ne,_,ottauon.¢ fail. the adjusters contlnuc to be
responsible for handling the clmm. and they work wnh counsel to represent the c(_mpany
in an)' litigation that ensues.

We believe that these facts demonstrate tha: the ad_uster__exercise a great dc:,l or
discretion in deciding how to handle all types of clmrn._. See Palaclo. 2002 L .S. Dist.
LEXIS 17021. They" are not merely pursuing a standardlzed format for resolvm- claims,
but rather are using their own judm'nent about what the facts sho_, who is liable, what a
claim is worth, and how to handle the negotlatlons xvzth enher a policyholder or a third-
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party claimant in orderto achieve a successful resolution. Therefore. based upon all of
the facts you presented, we conclude that these claims adjusterssatis_"the standardfor
exemption as bona fide administrative employees.

This opinion is based exclusively on the facts and circumstances described in your
request and is given on the basis of your representation, explicit or implied, that you have
provideda full and fair descriptionof all the facts and circumstances that would be
pertinent to our consideration of the question presented. Existence of an.',"other factual or
historical back_ound not contained in your request might requirea different conclusion
than the one expressed herein. You have also representedthat this opinion is not sought
on behalf of a client or firm which is under investigation by the Wage and HourDivision.
or which is in litigation with respect to. or subject to the terms of any a_eement or order
applying, or requiringcompliance with, the provisions of the FLSA.

We trust that this information is responsive to your inquirs'.

Sincerely,
,- .,,_..
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TammY D. McCutchen
Admimstrator
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